The electron microscope (EM) provides exquisitely detailed information about structural arrangements of matter through its high native resolution, contrast and wide variety of available signals. This enables broad application across numerous fields, including physics, materials science, medicine, and biology. In some fields, especially biology, there is increasing need for quantification at smaller length scales and simultaneous demand for structural data from larger volumes. While new digital automated tools make it possible in some cases to investigate most of a 3 mm transmission EM sample, they remain ineffective for significantly larger volumes, for example whole-genome patterned DNA [1], neural circuits [2], silicon wafers, and histological arrays. This is due in large part to operating costmeasured in both dollars and hours -arising from extensive sample preparation / handling and dependence on skilled operators [3] . For this reason, applicability of high-resolution EM beyond laboratory research is mostly limited to niche areas (for example, nephrology and ciliary dyskinesia in clinical medicine). Further, researchers and clinicians increasingly turn to methods that take ensemble measurements such as low-cost genetic sequencing and mass spectrometry despite the richness and spatial precision of information available from EM.
is likely that other problem domains will start to find applications for such a service.
At Voxa, we have been producing new tools to provide solutions of this type, and report here on a novel tape-based in-column, reel-to-reel sample handling system for EM imaging produced by Voxa called GridStage TM (Fig. 1 ). Voxa's GridStage TM is derived from high-throughput pipeline elements developed by Voxa, and enables high-throughput EM imaging with maximum reproducibility. This pipeline was previously used to enhance the effective throughput on Hitachi and Nion stock instruments by 4-5 orders of magnitude in a novel EM-based DNA sequencer [5] . GridStage TM is compatible with a variety of tape-based sample carriers such as the chip-carrier tape shown in Fig. 2 , with capacity exceeding 10,000 samples per reel, and will be transformative for applications that demand reduced sample handling, large volumes with high spatial information density, and consistency from sample preparation through to analysis.
GridStages TM are currently retrofitted to 120 kV JEOL 1200EX microscopes augmented with custom high-speed TEM camera arrays (TEMCAs) developed by coauthors at Harvard Medical School [2] , and together are being used to acquire massive maps of neural circuits from serial sections of neural tissue. Previously, the prospects for mapping mammalian brain connectivity at the synaptic level spanned thousands to tens of thousands of years with conventional tools, an impractical endeavor. GridStage TM combined with TEMCA enables consistent high-speed automated operation with a theoretical bandwidth exceeding 100 megapixels per second, and advancement between samples in seconds. Image acquisition, sample rastering, and sample advance are completely automated and optimized; the system is accessed remotely via the web through a lightweight Python-based programming interface, enabling full monitoring of acquisition progress and datastreams from unlimited users. With GridStage TM and other throughput-enhancing tools by us and others [7] , whole brain synaptic-resolution structural maps could potentially be in reach within a decade [8] . 
